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`
ABSTRACT:
We present a safe graphical verification arrangement
named Pass Matrix that defends users from flattering
fatalities of bear surfing attacks when entering
passwords in community through the custom of one-
time login indicators. A login indicator is arbitrarily
made for each pass-image and will be unusable after
the meeting dismisses. The login pointer delivers
better safety in contradiction of shoulder surfing
attacks, meanwhile users use an active pointer to
point out the position of their passwords slightly than
snapping`on the key thing straight.
KEYWORDS: textual passwords, surfing attacks,
password.
1 INTRODUCTION
Numerous graphical password authentication
schemes were industrialized to speech the glitches
and faintness allied with textual passwords. Founded
on some studies `humans have a healthier aptitude to
learn images with long-term memory (LTM) than
oral representations. Image-based passwords were
demonstrated to be informal to `recall in numerous
user studies. As an effect, users can set up a
composite authentication` password and are
proficient of recalling it subsequently a long time
even if the recall is not galvanized intermittently.
But, most of these image-based passwords are weak
to shoulder surfing attacks (SSAs). This category of
attack either uses shortest opinion, such as seeing
over someone’s shoulder or applies video
apprehending techniques to get passwords, PINs, or
other complex own material. The human actions such
as indicating bad passwords for new accounts and
entering passwords in an unconfident way for later
logins are stared as the weakest` link in the
verification chain. So, an verification scheme must be
calculated to overawed these susceptibilities.
`
2. LITERATURE SURVEY
2`.1Text-based password schemes have integral
safety and usability glitches, foremost to the growth
of graphical password arrangements. Though,
greatest of `these alternative arrangements are
susceptible to spyware attacks. We suggest a new`
arrangement, using CAPTCHA (Completely
Automated Public Turing tests to tell Computers and
Humans Apart) that retentive` the compensations of
graphical password `schemes, while concurrently
evitation the` cost of opponents by orders of
greatness. `
2.2we planned a stroke-based textual password
verification scheme. It uses forms of strokes on the
network as the origin passwords and lets users to
login with text passwords via old-style input devices.
The way provides sturdyresilient to hidden-camera
and shoulder-surfing. Furthermore, the system has
elastic ugmentations to lock the authentication
course. The study of the refuge of this tactic is also
conversed.
3. PROBLEM DEFINTION
Pass-Matrix is susceptible to chance guess attacks
based on hot-spot analyzing. TEXTUAL passwords
have been the most extensively used verification
method for periods. Included of numbers and upper-
and lower-case letters, textual passwords are careful
robust sufficient to fight against physical force
attacks. Rendering to an object in Computer world, a
safety team at a large business ran a system password
cracker and astonishingly cracked about 80% of the
employees’ passwords within 30 seconds. Written
passwords are frequently unconfident due to the
trouble of upholding strong ones.
4. PROPOSED APPROACH
We suggested a unusual authentication system Pass
Matrix, based on graphical passwords to
counterattack shoulder surfing attacks. With a one-
time valid login display and circulative parallel and
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vertical bars cover the whole scope of pass-images,
Pass Matrix offers no suggestion for attackers to
number out or narrow down the PIN even they
conduct manifold camera-based attacks.A lot of
research on password verification has been done in
the works.
5SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
6PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Admin
Admin has to login with valid username and
password. After login positive he can do certain
operations such as view all user, their particulars and
approve them, Opinion all users graphical
authentication points, view all blocked users, View
unclog requests and clear them, upload leaflets with
image and view all uploaded documents with rank
and comments of it, View users results diagram based
on number of users lively and congested, View the
documents results based on rank.
User
User should catalogue before responsibility some
operations and also set graphical verification points
while registration.  After registeringpositive he can
login by using valid user name and password and also
graphical authentication points. Login successful he
will do particular operations like view shape details,
Chang graphical authentication points, search
documents and download/View and comment on
it/recommend to others , View all recommended
documents.
7PASSMATRIX TECHNIQUE
Step1:The user inputs his/her username which was
created in the registration phase.
Step2: A new indicator comprised of a letter and a
number is created by the login indicator generator
module.
Step3: the user flings or drags the bars to align the
pre-selected pass-square of the image with the login
indicator.
Step4: Repeat step 2 and step 3 for each pre-selected
passimage.
Step5: The communication module gets user account
information from the server through HttpRequest
POST method.
Step6:It verifies the alignment between the
passsquare and the login indicator.
Step7:if all the alignments are correct in all images,
the user is allowed to log into PassMatrix.
8RESULTS
``
Users Active and Blocked Results
All Documents Results Chart
EXTENSION WORK:
Recommend two pictorial authentication protocols:
one is a one-time-password protocol, and the extra is
a password-based verification protocol. We were
bright to accomplish a high level of usability while
substantial rigorous security requirements. Two rules
for confirmation that employs conception by means
of bigger genuineness to make available both high
security and high usability.
9CONCLUSION
In command to guard users’ digital property,
verification is compulsory every time they attempt to
admittance their private account and data. Yet,
showing the authentication course in public might
effect in probable shoulder surfing attacks.
Uniformaintricate password can be
splitstraightforwardly through shoulder surfing. Via
traditional textual passwords or PIN method, users
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want to form their passwords to substantiate
themselves and thus these passwords can be
discovered easily if someone ganders over shoulder
or uses video recording devices such as cell phones.
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